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ABSTRACT 

 This paper proposes as VI (virtual instrumentation) model to detect the stealing of electricity by illegal 

connections in the grid. Many types of system to detect the power theft but it’s not shows exactly where the power 

theft occurs. Proposed VI model consists of smart meter, data communication unit and control unit. VI model is 

designed by using LabVIEW tool. Power theft VI model is the fast response device. The proposed model is 

simulated as the 5 KW distribution line with 5 loads. Power system output shows which line got power theft and 

magnitude of voltage drop due to the power theft. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Electric utilities lose large amounts of money each year due to illegal connections by electricity consumers. 

It is difficult to distinguish between honest and fraudulent customers. Realistically, electric utilities will never be 

able to eliminate fraud, however, it is possible to take measures to detect, prevent and reduce fraud (Jiang, 2002). 

Investigations are undertaken by electric utility companies to assess the impact of technical losses in generation, 

transmission and distribution networks, and the overall performance of power networks (Paul, 1987; Davidson, 

2002). USA was introduced power theft system on May 8th, 2008 (Patent no– US20080109387A1). The system 

find out the power theft by monitoring the total power consumption, receiving the delivered power data, that 

includes data delivered to a number of users. Determining amount of difference between them. Thus finding out if 

power theft is occurred. But is there no specific way to find out where the power theft has occurred (Nizar, 2008). 

In recent years, several data mining and research studies on fraud identification and prediction techniques have 

been carried out in the electricity distribution sector. These include Statistical Methods (Fourie, 2004), Decision 

Trees (Filho, 2004), Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) (Galvan, 1998), Knowledge Discovery in Databases 

(KDD) (Nizar, 2006). Whatever the power theft system we have and also power theft present in the power system. 

It affects the power quality and power shortage is occurs. Due to the voltage fluctuation life of the various gadgets 

connected to the system’s life reduced. To avoid this move to smart grid and smart meter techniques.  Smart grid is 

the two way communication line. It can access the data from the consumer side to given to control center. Smart 

meter is nothing instead of energy meter can use smart meter but smart meter not only use to measure power 

consumption and also it can communicate with distribution side, measure power factor etc. (Kadurek, 2012).  Main 

parts of the VI model is smart meter, communication circuit and control circuit. VI model is designed by LabVIEW 

software tool.  

Problem statement: Existing power theft system find the power theft but it is not shows the where the power theft 

occur. Stealing of electricity it causes the major problems in the power system. It affects the power quality like due 

to voltage fluctuation life of the various gadgets connected to power system it’s reduced. Difference between the 

incoming power and outgoing power consider as the drop. But sometimes without proper power theft system cause 

power theft also as consider as a drop, so power theft must be avoid. 

2. METHODS & MATERIALS 

Methodology: This paper proposed to identify the power theft and magnitude of power using virtual 

instrumentation. Virtual instrumentation is the real time operating tool. It measure smart meter data, incoming 

power and line drop. Using these three data collects from the power system. And those data are simulated through 

a LabVIEW program flow and it is determined in which line got power theft and magnitude of theft power.   

Acquisition.1Data: In virtual instrumentation have a myDAQ tool and myrio tool are available. These devices are 

capable to acquire the analog signal like smart meter data, incoming power and line drop. These three data are 

measured and provide to DAQ device. DAQ device provide the input to LabVIEW data flow model. 

LabVIEW: Laboratory Virtual Instrumentation Engineering Workbench (Lab VIEW). It has block diagram and 

front panel windows. Block diagram are designed by the algorithm to find the power theft. Block diagram data 

flow input is acquired from the DAQ device and the control action given to the actuator.  

 
Figure.1. Flow chart for power theft detection 
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Flow chart for power theft detection is shown in the Figure1. Data acquisition device acquire the data of 

Utilization power and incoming power measured by smart meter. Incoming power subtract with the line drop. That 

difference subtract with the Smart meter reading. If difference is not equal to zero it indicates the power theft 

occurs and also it is measure the magnitude of theft power and if it is zero that process again start from the data 

acquisition. 

 
Figure.2. Front Panel of Power theft detection of VI model 

Front panel of power theft detection of VI model is shown in the Figure 2; 500KWDistributiontransformer 

shared the power to the 5 loads. Each load consumes 100KW power from the distribution. 

 
Figure 3:  Block diagram for VI model 

  Block diagram of power theft VI model is shown in the Figure 3. It consists of indicating tool, controlling 

tool, numeric tool, logical tool and waveform indicator tool is used to structure the block diagram for power theft 

VI model Distribution transformer incoming is divided numerical tool and it shares the power at individual load. 

Incoming power and smart meter get difference by subtraction tool. And that difference value compare with zero, 

if it is zero its sets true. And gate output is connected with the indicator light. If power theft occurs it will glow. 

Power theft magnitude shows by indicator tool. Waveform indicator tool is connected with the smart meter data 

value whenever is there any distortion of the power due to power theft it shows in the waveform indicator. 

System operation: How the power theft detection is react whenever the power theft occur on the line is explained 

given below. It observed by two modes, case 1. Without power theft connection on the line and case 2.With power 

theft connection on the line. It shows that which line got power theft, magnitude power theft power and waveform 

indication. Without theft connection VI model is shown in the Figure 4. In this condition distribution transformer 

shares the 500 W powers to each and every load. There is no power theft so the load consumes maximum power 

from the distribution transformer. In the control room power theft detection indicator it is in OFF condition, power 

theft magnitude indicator shows its zero value and waveform indicator shows without sinusoidal waveforms for all 

loads. 

 
Figure.4. Front panel of VI model at without power theft. 

With power theft connection on the line: At with power theft connection is shown in the figure. After observe 

front panel of the VI model it indicates load1, load2, load4 connect with illegal connection. It is shown by light 

indicator tool and also magnitude of theft power shown by indicator tool, Load 1 power theft power is 32KW, 

Load 2 power theft power is 3KW and Load 4 power theft power is 10KW. Waveform indicator shows the 
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waveforms are distort due to power theft. Load1, Load2 and Load 4 are waveforms got distorted. Compared Load 

1 and Load 2 waveform, load1 got distorted more than the load4 is shown in the Figure.5. 

 
Figure.5. Front panel of VI model at with power theft. 

 

3. RESULTS 

System output shown in Table1. Table 1 represents Power theft indicator, magnitude of power theft and 

distortion in the waveform. In the system output Load 1, 2, and 4 are getting power theft its clearly shown in the 

Front panel of the system. Magnitude of power theft of Load area 1 32 KW, Magnitude of power theft of Load area 

is 3KW and Magnitude of power theft of load area is 2 KW. 

Table.1. Observation table from the front panel of VI model 

S.NO Power theft  

indicator 

Magnitude of  

power theft 

Distortion in  

the waveform 

Load 1 Yes 32 KW Maximum 

Load 2 Yes 3 Kw Slightly 

Load 3 No 0 KW No 

Load 4 Yes 20 KW Medium 

Load 5 No 0 KW No 

 

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE  

Due to the power theft every nation got affect in economy and power quality. This paper proposes one of 

the real time concepts to detect the power theft, magnitude of theft power. This method is very cost effective and 

reliable. Future work of this paper simulates to localize the theft point. 
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